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It is well known that a function f on a topological space X to a topological 

space Y is continuous if, and only if, for each net {Sft' κ E D} in X which con

verges to a point s, the composition {foSft' η E D} converges to f(s). We also 

know that if f is a uniformly continuous function on a uniform space (X, W) 

with values in a uniform space (Y, γ) ， then for each Cauchy net {Sft' n E D} in 

(X, W) , {foSft' n E D} is also a Cauchy net in (Y, γ). But the c:onverse does not 

hold as shown by the existence of continuous but not uniformly continuous 

functions on a complete uniform spac:e to a complete uniform space. However 
we have the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1. [f f is a fundion on a uniform space (X, W) with values in a 

U1 if r m space (Y, γ) such that for each Cauchy net {Sft' n E D} in (X，~) {foS ~ 
n E D} is also a Cauchy net in (Y, γ) ， then f is continuoμs relative to the uniform 
topologies. 

PROOF. Let {S"’ n E D} be a net in (X, W) which converges to a point s but 
{foSft’ n f D} does not converge to f(s). Then there exists an φen neighborhood 

N of f(s) such that {foSft' η f D} is frequently in the complement of N. Hence 

{Sft' n f E} is a subnet of {Sft' n E D} where E={n f D: foSft t N}. Let {T(m, n) , 
(m, n) f EXE} be the net in (X, W) defined by 

T(m, n) =s (when m=#=n) 

and T(m,m)=Sm. 

Then {T(m, n) , (ηt， n) E EXE} converges to s and hence is a Cauchy net. Since 
N is a ueighborhood of f(s) , there exists V in r such that- V [f(s)] c N and 

hence foT(zμ， m) f V[f(s)] for all m in E: that is, (foT(m, m),foT(n, l)) f V for 

all m and η=#= 1. Therefore {foT(m, n) , (m, n) f EXE} is not a Cauchy net. 
Since Cauchy nets and Cauchy filters are so closely related, the following 

theorem can be expected. 

THEOREM 2. A functioη f from a uniform space (X, W) to a un상Orm space 

α， γ) preserνes Caμchy nets if, and only if f preserves Caμchy filter bases. 

PROOF. Suppose that ‘!T is a Cauchy filter base in (X, W) but {f(A):A f ‘r} is 

not a Cauchy filter base in (Y, γ) ， Then there exists V in r such that for each 
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A in ‘:T, there áre. al and a2 in A such that (f(a 1).!(a2)) is not in V. Direct 

3 • X {l, 2} by ~ as folIows: (F, m) 는 (G， n) if F c G and define the function 

S:Y X{l, 2}=X by 

S(A, l) =ah S(A, 2) =a2 

where a 1 and a2 are in A and (f(al).!(a2)) is not in V. Then {S(A, m) , (A, m) 

e ‘rX {l, 2}} is a Cauchy net but {foS(A, m) , (A, m) f ‘:TX {l, 2}} is not a: Cauchy 

net. 

Conversely Iet {Sn' nf D} be a Cauchy net and Iet An={Sm: m츠n} and ‘7 

={S,,: n f D}; then ‘:T is a Cauchy filter base; Hence for each V in γ there exists 

An in ‘:T such that {(f(a) , f(b)): aand b are in An}cV, Therefore {(foSj.!oSj) 

: (i, j) 르 (n， n) }cV and {foSm' m f D} is a Cauchy net. 

If (X, W) is a complete uniform space, it is cIear that every continuous mapp

ing on (X, W) preserves Cauchy nets. However it is interesting that the 

converse is aIso true. 

THEOREM 3. Every continuous fiμnction f on thø uniform space (X, W) preserν'es 

Caucky nets, if and only if (X , W) is complete. 

PROOF. Suppose that (X, W) is not complete and Iet(X*, 향) be a completion 

of (X, W) and identify X with the image under embedding. Then there exists y 

in X* X and p in the gage of (X*, 향) such that p(x, y) ::;éO for a lI x in X. 

Define a functionf on X to the reaIs with theusuaI uniformity by f(x) 

= 1!P~x， y). Then f is continuous but does not preserve Cauchy nets. 
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